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***Attention All Downed Brothers and Sisters*** ALL requests, mail
and correspondances to be sent diectly to Bingo. No Letters
requesting anything will be considered if sent to 4500 Hwy 66. Thank
you for your cooperation.***
" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would like to get them the Free
Riders Press, NO PROBLEM, be glad to do it but it does cost money.  A lot

of people help out by donating
some coin.  We here will do what
we can, but with everybody giving
what they can, we will make it go a
long way. We all know somebody
that's down, and anything would be
greatly appreciated.
Send to:
"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
2206 Jefferson
Two Rivers, WI 54241

If you have a picture of your Next Generation Rider,
feel free to send it in to me. Who knows it just might
kick start a Hollywood career for them. Send those
pic's to preacher@freeriderspress.us or by snail mail
to 4500 Hwy 66, Stevens Point, WI 54481

Meet this month's Next Generation Rider. 
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Meet Mary Abigail, niece of Abigail and Wayne

For the last 30 days I have been trying to figure out what to write about. How about starting it off with- "The weath-
er has been good for riding", nah boring. I know- "Have you been hitting a lot of events the last month?" That's not
happening. How about - "How's it going, I have been...." that's so used. What I'm getting at is that all the generic writ-
ings lately have been soooooooooooooo all the same, and I am trying to think of something that would blow the top
off of a pressure cooker. So here is what I came up with? The
excitments builing, can you feel it? Are you ready? Nothing,
nothing at all! 
Your probably saying Preacher has nothing to say, what's up
with that. Well let me just say I am claiming that my brain
went on vacation and didn't take the rest of me. That's my
story and I'm sticking to it.
Other than that let me know what's going on in your area. You
don't take a minute to let me know of your event, I have no
interest in helping you promote it. 
With that I'm hitting the road. Bye

Meet Pup. 90,000 miles under his butt in less than 7 years.
That’s more than most riders now-a-days get in decades.


